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INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity-, S an indeterminate over Ii, 
and R[[X]] the formal power series ring. In this paper, we will consider the 
R-endomorphisms of R[[X]]-th t a is, those endomorphisms of R[[,Y]] which 
restrict to the identity on R [4]. In particular, we give necessary and sufficient 
conditions in order that an R-endomorphism of R[[X]] be one-to-one and/or 
onto, and thus determine all R-automorphisms of R[[X]]. 
Gilmer [l] has considered the analogous problem in R[S], the polynomial 
ring over R. Gilmer uses the fact that if+ is an R-endomorphism of R[S], then 
4(X) completely determines q5 in the sense that if 4(S) =~ /3, then for any 
g(X) E R[X], +(g(-Y)) == g(p). However, for arbitrary elements ,y(S) and 
/I == CL, a,X of R[[X]], there is a problem in defining g(j), since g(p) will 
be a power series in /3 over R, and, in general, may not be an clement of 
mm 
By expanding g(p) in powers of A’, O’Malley ([3], (4.12)) gives necessary 
and sufficient conditions in order that there exist an R-endomorphism 4 of 
R[[X]] mapping .Y onto p in case nzCr (u,,“) (0), where (rr,,li) denotes the 
ideal of R generated by a,“. In this paper, by introducing topological structures 
on R[[X]] and certain subrings of R[[X]], we are able to characterize the 
the one-to-one and/or onto R-endomorphisms 4 of R[[AJ] Lvithout any 
preassigned conditions on the constant term of 4(S). 
Section I gives the necessary notation and definitions used throughout the 
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paper, and in Section 2 we introduce topological structures on R[[X]] and 
certain subrings of R[[X]] in order to insure that g(p) be an element of R[[X]]. 
In Sections 3 and 4 we give our main results; specifically, in Section 3 we 
characterize the one-to-one R-endomorphisms of R[[X]], and in Section 4 we 
characterize the onto R-endomorphisms of R[[X]]. Moreover, in Section 4 we 
show that any onto R-endomorphism of R[[X]] is, in fact, an automorphism. 
All rings considered in this paper are assumed to be commutative and 
contain an identity element. The symbols w and w,, are used throughout the 
paper to denote the sets of positive and nonnegative integers, respectively, 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
I f  /3 E R[[X]] and if T is a subring of R[[X]] containing R and ,R, then &VT) 
will denote the ideal of T generated by ,l3”, and (T, (PT)) the topological ring 
T under the (/3T)-adic topology [5]. When T 1 R[[X]], we will simply write 
(p”) and (R[[S]], (,B)) to denote the ideal of R[[X]] generated by /P and the 
topological ring R[[X]] in the (p)-adic topology, respectively. It is well known 
that (T, (/IT)) is a Hausdorff space if and only if &EW(/31LT) = (0) ([5], p. 252). 
We say that (T, (PT)) is complete if each Cauchy sequence of T converges to a 
point of 2’. I f  ,B E R[[X]], then R[p] will be the subring of R[[X]] consisting of 
all finite sums of the form: Cy=, riPi, yi E R. 
DEFINITION (1 .l). Let p E R[[X]], and suppose that &&PR[/3]) == (0). 
I f  T is a subring of R[[X]] containing R[p], then we say that (T, (/IT)) is a 
compZetion of (R[p], (pR[p])) if th f  11 e o owing conditions are satisfied: 
(i) (T, (,8T)) is complete. 
(ii) The topology induced on R[/3] by the (PT)-adic topology is 
equivalent to the (/?R[j3])-adic topology. 
(iii) Each element of T is the limit of a Cauchy sequence of R[/3], 
(iv) (T, (/3T)) is Hausdorff. 
The following result is used frequently throughout the paper and we 
include it for comp!eteness. The proof is straightforward. 
LEMMA (1.2). Let S be a ring, b E S, and (S, (b)) the topological ring S 
under the (b)-adic topology. If  {an}new is a Cauchy sequence of (S, (b)), then 
there exists a subsequence {cn}aow of jun}nEw such that c, = cb, ribi for each 
n E W, where ri E S for all i E w0 . 
I f  g = Cy=, a,Xi is a nonzero element of R[[X]] such that the first nonzero 
coefficient of g is ak , then we say that g has order K and we write O(g) == k. 
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2. R-END~MORPHISNS OF I<[[.\;]] 
\\‘e begin with a simple but important resu!t. 
ItESUL1. (2.1). Lrt $ E R[[A]] und su~JW.W lizat there exists a72 R-endo- 
rrror~phism (i, of I?[[-l]] sr4rh that &S) -: fl. [ f  T is any sub&g of R[[X]] that 
corltains the range of 4, then 6, is a contimous mapping from (K[[S]], (X)) into 
(II’, (PT)). Jdoreo~er, if , f  =-- xQ,SI C R[[AYJ], ad if f(“)(X) = C~JiSL 
for each II E w,, , then +(,f) is n limit poirzi iri (T, (/ST)) of the sequence 
i.l ‘“‘m; K<!l” . 
Proof. \I’e show that + is continuous at 0. I‘et (/3’Y’) be a neighborhood of 
0 in (T, (p?‘)). ‘Ihcn (Si) is a neighborhood of 0 in (R[[K]], (S)) and 
&(s’)) -m= j&$(R[[s]]) L (/? y’); thercforc, 4 is CtJntillUoUS. 
‘Ihe second part of the result follows from the fact that if 
for each ~1 E w,, , then J;‘“‘(S) ~-+f in the (S)-adic topology on R[[S]], and, 
since 4 is continuous, we have that 
Remark It follows from Kesult (2.1 j that if 1’ is a subring of R[[X]] 
containing R[,3] such that &,, (/3”7’) (0), and if $r and & are R-endo- 
morphisms of R[[S]] mapping .7i onto /3 with ranges contained in T, then 
+i = & . In particu!ar, if nllEU, (13’;) (0) (in R[[S]]), and if $ is an R-endo- 
morphism of R[[LY]] such that $(S) = fi, then $ is the unique R- 
endomorphism of R[[S]] mapping S onto ,8. In this case we write $,+ to denote 
4, and WY call & a substitution muppixg. 
As a special case, we observe that if $ is an R-automorphism of R[[S]] 
such that 4(S) = /?, then 
and therefore, 4 is unique and 4 -= & 
Let Vi: icwo be a sequence of elements of R and let j3 E R[[S]]. It is easy to 
show that (,f’“)(P)j7iEC,,u , nhere f’“i(P) C~=,fiiji for each rz E wO, is a 
Cauchy sequence of (R[/3], (/3R[p])). ‘Ihus, if 7’ is a subring of R[[X]] 
containing R[/3] such that (T, (PT)) .. IS d complete Hausdorff space, then we 
may define a mapping C$ from R[[X]] into itself in the following way: 
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lf f  =- C;:ofLSi E R[[X]], h t cn we consider the sequence (f(Tf)(lY)}7LEU0 of 
polynomials over R, wherefCJo(S) - C~=OfJ~. By our previous observation 
w’fY/3)l?E,, is a Cauchy sequence of (R[/3], (/W[,E])), and hence a Cauchy 
sequence of (T, (/3T)). ‘Therefore, since (T, (/3T)) is complete and Hausdorff, 
li~~f(“!(/l) exists and is unique in T. \Vc define C(f) to be limf(“)(p), where 
the limit is taken in (7’, (/‘U)). 
Of prime importance to us is tile following. 
THEOREM (2.2). The mapping c$, as dejned in theprecediug paragraph, is an 
R-endomorphism of R[[.X]] mapping S onto /3. 
Proof. Clearly, 4 restricted to R is the identity mapping, and +(A) = ,8. 
That 4(f + g) = 4(f) + 4(g) for all f ,  g E R[[AL]] follows easily from the 
definition of 4 and from the fact that (f -I- g)‘“)(-17) ~-- f’i’)(X) -+ g”“)(S) for 
cnch II E CO,, . 
\‘\‘c show that +(f .g) -2 4(f) +(g) for all f, g E R[[AY]]. Let 
Then, 
where 
while 
where 
\Ve wish to show that 
~$(f . g) = lit;“(f . g)(“r(/3) = lipf(n’(/3) . liFg(T2)(p) = 4(f) . 4(g). 
Since 
@Cf’“YP) . b I] = liFf(“‘(fi) . liygg(n)(p), 
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it suffices to show that 
lip[f(‘L)(P) . g’“)(/I) - (f . g)‘*L)(fl)] =- 0. 
We observe that 
Therefore, if @“‘T) is a neighborhood of 0 in (T, @I’)), then for n > m - 1, 
and thus 
is a null sequence. 
We observe that it follows from the remark follow-ing Result (2.1) that (b, as 
defined in Theorem (2.2), is the unique R-endomorphism of R[[X]] mapping 
X onto /3 with range contained in T. Our next result shows that if we impose 
the added condition on T that each element of T be the limit of a Cauchy 
sequence of (R[p], (pR[/3])), then T = (b(R[[X]]). Conversely, we will show 
that if 4 is an R-endomorphism of R[[X]] such that 4(X) -= 6, and if 
T = +(A’[[X]]) is Hausdorff in the @T)-adic topology, then 
(i) (T, (PT)) is a complete Hausdorff space, and 
(ii) each element of I’ is the limit of a Cauchy sequence of 
(WI> vwa)~ 
Therefore, we will have established a one-to-one correspondence between the 
set of R-endomorphisms of R[[X]] mapping X onto /3 with Hausdorff ranges 
in the (/3)-adic topology, and the set of subrings of R[[X]] containing I?[/31 and 
satisfying conditions (i) and (ii). 
THEOREM (2.3). Let T be a subring of R[[X]] containing R[/3] and satisfying 
each of the following: 
(i) (T, (PT)) is u complete Hausdorf/ space. 
(ii) Each element of T is the limit of a Cauchy sequence of (R[@, 
wbw~ 
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Then there exists an R-endomorphism $ of R[[X]] such that (b(X) = /3 and 
such that T = +(R[[X]]). M oreover, + is the unique R-endomorph&m of R[[X]] 
mapping X onto ,3 and with range T. 
Conversely, let (b be an R-endomo~phism of R[[X]] such that $(X) = 6. 
If T = +(R[[X]]) and if finEw(/PT) = (0), then T is a subring of R[[X]] 
containing R[j3] and satisfying conditions (i) and (ii). 
P~ooj. Let T be a subring of R[[X]] containing R[,!3] and satisfying 
conditions (i) and (ii). By Theorem (2.2), there exists an R-endomorphism 4 
of R[[X]] such that d(X) = fl an d such that &R[[X]]) C T. We show that 
7’ C (b(R[[X]]). Let g E T, then by (ii) there exists a Cauchy sequence (fnjneo 
of (R[/3], @R[$l])) converging tog. By Lemma (1.2), there exists a subsequence 
:4L, of ifnLw of the form: d, = CTzogi/P for each n E W, where g, E R[j3] 
for all i f  wO . Since+(R[AY]) = R[/3], f  11 it o ows that for each i E wO there exists 
h, E R[X] such that #hi) = g, , and therefore, 
for each n E w. It is straightforward to show that the sequence {c’:=, hiX&, 
is Cauchy in (R[[X]], (X))-a complete space ([.5], p. 133), and therefore there 
exists h E R[[X]] such that Cy=, kiXi ---f h. By Result (2. I), 4 is continuous and 
Since (T, (/3T)) is Hausdorff, it follows that 
g = li,mjn :- IiF d, =: d(h) E+(R[[X]]), 
and we have that T == +(R[[;S;]]). 
Conversely, suppose that 4 is an R-endomorphism of R[[S]] mapping X 
onto ,8 and with range T, Hausdorff in the @T)-adic topology. Clearly T is a 
subring of R[[X]] containing R[,6]; we show that T satisfies conditions (i) and 
(ii). 
0) Let tfnlncw be a Cauchy sequence of (T, (PT)); then by Lemma (1.2) 
there exists a subsequence (d,J,,, of (fn}nsw of the form: cl= = C~zogi~ for 
each n E W, where gi E T for all i E wl, . Since T = 4(R[[X]]), it follows that 
for each a’ t w(, there exists hi E R[[X]] such that #(hi) == gi , and therefore 
d, = t g@ = f  +(hJ+(Xi) = Q [ i h,Xj 
i=O i-0 i=o 
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for each 71 G w. The remainder of the proof uses the same argument as that 
useJ in the first part of the theorem and WC omit it. 
(ii) Let g E I’ := +(R[[-Xl]); 1 t lcn there exists Ii = Eb, lzi.Yd E R[[-V]] such 
that 4(h) --r g. Therefore, if FR)(S) -= Cyz, /riSS for each 71 E wO , then 
JI~?~)(S) --•) A in (R[[X]], (S)) and we have from Kesult (2.1) that 
Therefore, since (h(~*)(/3)),E,,0 is a Cauchy sequence of (R[$], (!?R[fl])), we have 
that g is the limit of a Cauchy sequence of (R[p], (pR[p])). 
Under the assumption that &,,@‘l) (0) (in R[[A’]]), we have the 
following special case of Theorem (2.3). 
3. ONE-TO-ONE R-E~DO>I~RP~II~ST~ OF R[[x]] 
Let /3 t R[[s]]. In this section we give necessarv and suticient conditions 
in order that there exist a one-to-one R-endomorph& # of R[[,Y]] mapping -V 
onto ,!3. I f  II, is the mapping from R[X] into H[/3] defined b! 
then 4~ is an R-homomorphism of R[X] ontu R[l?j. Our first result gives 
necessary and sufkient conditions in order that $ be an isomorphism. 
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Proof. (+) Suppose that # is one-to-one, and let 
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\Ye show that ric = 0 for each k 1 0, I,..., n. \Ve have that 
and since !/, is one-to-one, 
But ‘Y - a, is regular in R[X] ([2], p. 290), and therefore, Cy=, r,X” = 0. 
It follows that yh: = 0 for each k, and therefore Cy=, m/3” z 0. 
(+) Let 
and suppose that 
Expanding Cl_, Y&” in pokvcrs of (p -- a,,), we have that 
where 
s,; = g 1; ( h 
,=I,. 1 
j-J; 
% for each k ~ 0, I,..., TZ. 
\Ve show by induction on R that each s,; = 0. Since 
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we have that 
But since O(,!I - a,) > 1 and since s0 E K, it follows that s,, = 0. Suppose that 
we have shown sk = 0 for k = 0, I,..., t - 1. Then 
and since (/3 - a,)* is regular in R[/3], we have that 
By the same reasoning as that used in the case for k == 0, it follows that .si = 0, 
and therefore, by induction, sIC :: 0 for each k = 0, I,..., n. But s,! :_ Y,, and 
hence r, = 0. By induction on t, it is easy to show that Y,-, =- 0 for each 
t 2 0, I ,..., II. Therefore, rk =L 0 for each k = 0, I,..., II, and we have that 
f  _ xyz a YJ” = 0, so that $ is one-to-one. 
We now prove the following important result. 
THEOREM (3.2). Let p =: ET=, u,A~~ E R[[X]]. There exists an li-endo- 
morphism 4 of K[[X]] such that d(X) = p an d such fhnt C$ is one-to-one <f and 
only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) /3 - a, is regular in R[p]. 
(ii) There exists a subring I’ of R[[X]] such that (T, (PT)) is a completion 
of U-VI, @w1N~ 
Proof. (+) Suppose that + is a one-to-one R-endomorphism of K[[X]] 
mapping X onto ,k?. Clearly, 4 restricted to R[X] is equal to $J (of Lemma (3.1)), 
and therefore j3 - a, is regular in R[fl]. 
Let T = range of c$; we show that (T, (PT)) is a completion of 
(R[/3], (@![/3])). Since 4 is an isomorphism onto its range, it follows that 
(0) =-= +(n,,,(X~)) = &J+(X)]” = &,&3”T), and therefore (T, (/3T)) is 
Hausdorff. Thus, by Theorem (2.3), it follows that (T, (/3T)) satisfies 
conditions (i), (iii), and (iv) of Definition (1 .l). Therefore, it only remains to 
be shown that the topology induced on R[p] by the @T)-adic topology is 
equivalent to the @R[fl])-adic topology. It suffices to show that 
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But 
and since ?, is one-to-one, this latter expression is equal to 
d(XkR[[X]]) n R[X]) = $(XkR[X]) = /PR[p]. 
Therefore, (T, (137’)) is a completion of (R[fFj, (PR[j3])). 
(t) I f  T is a subring of R[[Xj] such that (T, (/G”)) is a completion of 
(R[/3], (pR[/3])), then it follows from Theorem (2.2) that there exists an 
R-endomorphism 4 of R[[S]] such that Qs(X) =: ,@. We show that 4 is one-to- 
one. Let ,f  = CT=,, r,Xi E R[[X]], and suppose that d(f) = 0. Let K E wg ; 
we show that yi = 0 for i = 0, I,..., k. Since (T, (66’)) is a completion of 
(R[/3], (/3R[/3])), the topology induced on R[/3] by the (pT)-adic topology is 
equivalent to the (/3R]fl])-adic topology. Therefore, for k E wO, there exists 
m E w such that (PT) n R[‘] C j37~+1R[~]. By definition of 4, 
where the limit is taken in (T, @T)). Therefore, since d(f) = 0, it follows 
that there exists N,,, E w, ic’,, > k, such that Cy=, ri,@ E ($PT) for n > X,,, . 
But Cy=, ripi E R[/l] implies that 
and therefore, 
i”Yp == pt1 . i s&Y, 
i=o 
where .si E R for each i -= 0, l,..., 1. Since 
and since c$, restricted to R[X], is one-to-one (since fi - a, is regular in R&I]), 
it follows that 
i. r,Xi = X”+-1 . i @-i, 
i-0 
and therefore, ri = 0 for each i = 0, I,..., k (since 712 AC, 3 K). Since K was 
arbitrary, it follows that ri = 0 for each i E w0 and thus f  = 0. Therefore, (b 
is one-to-one. 
The following corollary is a consequence of Theorem (3.2) and its proof. 
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C‘OROLLAIIY (3.3). Let /3 - ~;&@? t l?[[k]] Cllld suppose tl1ut a is ut1 
R-endonzovphisnz of R[[X]] such that C+(X) = /3. If 7’ denotes the range qf 4, tlm 
+ is me-to-one if and only if 
4. R-AUTOMORPHISMS OF R[[X]] 
In this section we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence 
of an R-automorphism C$ of R[[X]] mapping S onto /3. Moreover, WC‘ show 
that any onto R-endomorphism is, in fact, an automorphism, and hence WC 
also characterize the onto R-endomorphisms of R[[S]]. 
‘The following result will be important for the remainder of this section. 
LEMMA (4.1). Lef j3 := CL!_, uiX1 E R[[S]], =1 : - n,Ltu,(a;), where (a,,“) 
denotes the ideal of K generated by a,,“, and supposr thut there exists an R-endo- 
morphism d, of R[[X]] such that qS(S) /3. I f  4 is onto, then a, is a mit of Ii. 
111 partiruluv, if (b is an automouphisrn, then a1 is u mit of R. 
t’rvoj. \Ve observe that WC can define a mapping $* from R/A[[X]] into 
itself ill the following wa\i : Let 
where 
fi -fj + A E R/A for each i~w”, 
and let f  : C:=, fiXi. Since f  t R[[S]], there exists 
such that 4(f) = g. We define $*(f’) to be CITOgiXL. 
K’e show that 4” is well-defined. Let 
and suppose that 
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We show that & = ti for each i E w,, , so that $*(f’) = $*(A’). Let 7~ E W; 
since fi = hi for each i E wO, it follows that fi - h, E A, and in particular, 
fi -- hi E (a,“) for each i E w. . Let fi - hi = riaOn for each i E w,, . Then 
But 
and therefore, gi - li E (a,ll) for each i E w,, . Since n was arbitrary, it follows 
that gj - ti E A. Thus gi = t, for each i E W” , and c$* is well-defined. 
It is straightforward to show that +* is an R/A-endomorphism of R,ig[[X]] 
mapping X onto Cy=, sfAYi, and we omit the proof. I f  4 is onto, then 4% is onto, 
and therefore, since n,&~~“) (8), it follows that a; is a unit of R,‘d. 
([3], (4.17)). Therefore, there exists UE R/A such that U. pi : T, or 
equivalently, u * a, - 1 E .?l. Therefore, u . a, - I - ~a,, , where Y t R. 
By ([3], (5.1)) a, is in the Jacobson radical of R, and hence, u . a, == I j- ~a,, 
is a unit of R ([4], p. 206). Therefore, a, is a unit of R, and our proof is 
complete. 
Observe that if 4 is an R-automorphism of R[[S]] mapping S onto 
13 = xz, a,Xi, then by the Remark following Result (2.1) fine<,(p) == (0). 
Therefore, it follows from Theorem (2.3) and the proof of Theorem (3.2) that 
(R[[S]], (/3)) is a completion of (R[/3], @R[,B])) and, in particular, (R[[X]], (/I)) 
is a complete Hausdorff space. Furthermore, by Lemma (4. I), a, is a unit of R. 
Conversely, if (R[[X]], (8)) is a complete Hausdorff space, then by 
Theorem (2.2) and the Remark following Result (2.1) there exists a unique 
R-endomorphism c$,~ of R[[XJ] such that&(X) = p. Much of the remainder of 
this section will be concerned with showing that, with the added condition 
that pi is 3 unit of R, 4,: is an automorphism. 
Note that if 
/3 := f a,X t R[[X]], 
z-0 
where (I~ is a unit of R, then there exists an R-automorphism 7 of R[[S]] such 
that 
T(X) = 1 (-a,)S~ = a, - /3. 
i=l 
([3], (2.3)). Therefore, 7-l is an R-automorphism of R[[S]] and 
~-‘(a~ - p) = X. Using this observation, we have the following. 
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LEMMA (4.2). Let /3 = CT=, a$’ E R[[AJ], where a, is a unit of R. There 
exists an R-endomorphism (R-automorphism) 4 of R[[X]] such that 4(X) = p 
if and only if there exists an R-endomorphism (R-automorphism) p of R[[X]] 
such that p(S) - a,, ~-~ S. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists an R-endomorphism (G of R[[X]] such 
that +(A’) ,i3. Since q is a unit of R, 7 i is an R-automorphism of R[[X]], 
and thercforc, p = 7 m1 d is an R-endonnorphism of R[[S]] such that 
P(4 = “u A-. I f  + is an automorphism, then cledrlx (1 is an automorphism. 
The converse is similarly proved. 
LEMMA (4.3). Supposr tkzf tkw P.k'iSf Ii-e~tdonlorp/lisnu cl uwd I/+ of 
R[[X]] such that [+1 . C+,](S) ~~ [& . &](AJ S. Then +1 and C& UYE auto- 
vnorphisms und arc inverses of each ofher. 
Th e proof is elementary and wt’ omit it. 
COROLLARY (4.4). Suppose that there e.visfs an R-endomorphisnr p of 
R[[X]] such that p(X) a,, X. Then p is an automorphism. 
E’rooJ The proof follows directly from Lemma (4.3) and the fact that 
[p . p](X) -- p(a,, - S) 1 a” ~ (a0 ‘1.) .\-. 
Therefore, if C/I is an R-endomorphism of QA\]] such that 
4(X) = Cy=, u,Xil, where aI is a unit of R, then by Lemma (4.2) there exists 
an R-endomorphism p of R[[X]] such that p(X) = a,, -Y. But by Corollary 
(4.4) p is an automorphism, and thus, by the converse of Lemma (4.2), 4 is an 
automorphism. Therefore, we have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM (4.5). Let p = CJz, aiX) ;I R[[A’]]. ‘Then there exists un 
R-automorphism + of R[[X]] such that $(X) == /3 zf and ov+ if fhe folLoz&g 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) (R[[X]], (j3)) is a complete Hausdorfl space. 
(ii) a1 is a unit of R. 
Moreover, when such an automorphisvn (b exists, C/I is unique and is equal to & . 
Observe that if + is any R-endomorphism of R[[S]] that maps S onto 
fl = Cy=, aiF and that is onto, then by Lemma (4.1), U, is a unit of R. 
Therefore, by the proof of the “if” part of Theorem (4.9, d, is an auto- 
morphism. Therefore, we have the following. 
COROLLARY (4.6). Let /3 -= CT=, aiXi t: R[[X]], and suppose that 4 is an 
R-endomorphism of R[[X]] such that $(.U) -mu /3. If  C$ is onto, then 4 is uvz 
automorphism, and therefore, C#J is unique and is equal to +,, . 
Summarizing the main results of the section, we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM (4.7). Let j3 = Cri, aiXi E R[[X]], and suppose tlzat r,b is an 
R-cndomorpJzism of R[[X]] such that $(X) = p. Then: 
(a) 4 is auto if and only if a, is a unit of R. 
(b) If 4 is onto, then 4 is one-to-one. 
(c) 4 is an automovphism if and only if al is a unit of R. 
Finally, we observe that if C$ is an R-automorphism of R[[X]] such that 
(b(S) = /3, then, as observed previously, (R[[X]], (,!?)) is a completion of 
(R[Pl, WV%>. Con=+, if (RKLyll, W) IS a completion of (R[p], (/3R[/3])), 
then it follows from Theorem (2.3) that there exists an R-endomorphism 4 
of R[[X]] such that d(S) = p and such that the range of 4 is R[[-Y]]. There- 
fore, by (‘orollary (4.6), 4 is an automorphism so that we may replace 
conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem (4.5) by the equivalent condition: (i’) 
(R[[.Y]], (/I)) is a completion of (R[kl], (pR[p])). Therefore, we have proved 
the following. 
‘I’FIEORERI (4.8). Let j3 t R[[-Y]]. Th en there exists an R-automorphism C$ 
qf R[[X]] such that +(A’) = 13 if and only if (R[[X]], (j3)) is a completion of 
(R[p], (pR[/l])). Furthermore, zahen (R[[X]], (/3)) is a completion of 
(R[/l], (pR[p])), 4 is wzique and is equal to Q, . 
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